A stereotaxic atlas of the basal ganglia in macaques.
Maps of the striatum, pallidum and subthalamic nucleus were established in two macaque species (Macaca mulatta and Macaca fascicularis) in stereotaxic coordinates. The cartographic method relied on the use of intracerebral, ventricular landmarks (CA: anterior commissure and CP: posterior commissure). The basal ganglia outlines, first drawn in transverse sections perpendicular to the CA-CP plane, were reconstructed on the horizontal and midsagittal planes. Maps from several individuals were superimposed and statistical variations studied. The results confirm that the length between the two CA and CP points is statistically greater (7%) in the Macaca mulatta than Macaca fascicularis but reveal considerable inter-individual differences. The closer a given nucleus is from a ventricular reference point, the more stable its outline. Superimpositions led to a statistical determination of the stereotaxic coordinates required to reach a given target center. Comparison of the lateralities with those measured in six previously published atlases indicates that the brain mapped by Snider and Lee [17] is the smallest and that mapped by Olszewski [8] is the largest.